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apart Having characteristics not shared by others- Vannever Bush.
Studies from as far apart as America and Iceland.

area A particular environment or walk of life.
The room is twelve square feet in area.

arrival A person who has arrived somewhere.
Ruth s arrival in New York.

astray Far from the intended target.
A bullet went astray and killed a bystander.

away Out of the way especially away from one s thoughts.
The wedding is only weeks away.

constellation A configuration of stars as seen from the earth.
No two patients ever show exactly the same constellation of symptoms.

distal Situated farthest from point of attachment or origin, as of a limb or bone.
The distal end of the tibia.

distant (after a measurement) at a specified distance.
The star is 30 000 light years distant from Earth.

eventually In the end, especially after a long delay, dispute, or series of problems.
Eventually after midnight I arrived at the hotel.

expanse A wide and open space or area as of surface or land or sky.
The moth has a wing expanse of 20 to 24 mm.

farther
To or at a greater extent or degree or a more advanced stage further is
used more often than farther in this abstract sense.
Farther from our expectations.

finally In such a way as to put an end to doubt and dispute.
Finally it is common knowledge that travel broadens the horizons.

forth From a particular thing or place or position forth is obsolete.
Go forth and preach.
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further
To or at a greater extent or degree or a more advanced stage further is
used more often than farther in this abstract sense.
Wages have been driven down even further.

galaxy The galaxy of which the solar system is a part the Milky Way.
Extragalactic nebula is a former name for galaxy.

inaccessible (of a person) not open to advances or influence; unapproachable.
The city centre is inaccessible to traffic in most places.

isle An island or peninsula, especially a small one.
Crusoe s fabled isle.

location A position or address in computer memory.
They shot the film on location in Nevada.

mile
A former British unit of length equivalent to 6 080 feet 1 853 184 meters
800 feet longer than a statute mile.
He missed by a mile.

outback Any remote or sparsely populated inland region.
The outback of Ontario.

outlying Relatively far from a center or middle.
Outlying settlements.

outpost A military post stationed at a distance from the main body of troops.
A few scattered outposts along the west coast.

remote A remote control device.
A second feature allows pagers to be alerted from remote alarm sensors.

scope A telescope microscope or other device having a name ending in scope.
They d scoped out their market.

secluded (of a place) not seen or visited by many people; sheltered and private.
A secluded romantic spot.

solitary Single; only.
Tigers are essentially solitary.

stray A stray person or thing especially a domestic animal.
Dog owners are urged not to allow their dogs to stray.

ultimately Finally; in the end.
The largest firms may ultimately become unstoppable.

underpopulated Having a lower population density than normal or desirable.
The richly endowed but underpopulated Ivory Coast.

yon At or in an indicated usually distant place yon is archaic and dialectal.
Scattered here and yon.
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